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The dutch bus simulator Omsi The Bus Simulator came out around three years ago and became a loved and best selling simulation game. Inspired by this great success, we set out to create a sequel and made a lot of improvements such as the introduction of the MAN NG272 bus and the "Audi Bus" and we followed the
same story line of Omsi The Bus Simulator. By now, Omsi The Bus Simulator has surpassed all sales records and we have received many very positive reviews from all around the world. Omsi 2 introduces new features such as the expanded range of routes, the flexible timetable and an increased amount of training.

There are also many game modes: traffic, bonus and chronology. In traffic you try to get the best score in time trials, whereas in bonus you must get a set amount of points within the time limit. In chronology you will drive the bus and have to follow the story line. While the Omsi 2 story line wasn't that exciting for us, it
was very inspiring to add more novelties and extensions to the game and when players start using the new features of Omsi 2 they will soon be hooked. Conclusion OMSI 2 Bus Simulator HD is a decent game that can be interesting for those who like simulation games. The game is well-polished, the controls are easy to
handle and the game play is simple. Those are all excellent qualities for a game aimed at novice players, but the game definitely lacks real-world accuracy. OMSI 2 is a simulation game that puts players in the driving seat of a large inner city bus. Players are charged with driving a bus on a selection of different routes

through the city of Berlin and anyone who has ever longed to visit this charming city on a kind of busmans holiday will finally get the change to fulfil their dreams.
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Omsi 2 has a vast assortment of features available. One of the features that is truly unique is the ability to customize your own bus. Not only can you choose from different colors to paint your bus, but you can also paint the exterior with the graphics that you choose for the bus. Your interior will be as well decorated as
your exterior. This makes your bus completely unique. If you are ready to download Omsi 2, then here is the link. OMSI 2 is a bus simulation game that takes place in Berlin, and is the follow-up of the popular OMSI series. The game is set in 1980's Berlin, and you are in charge of driving a bus which gets passengers to

their destinations. The goal is to serve your passengers safely while getting to their stops on time. OMSI 2 gives you the chance to play as a bus driver and experiences the same joy and excitement of driving a real, real bus. If you're a simulation fan, you're sure to have a great time playing OMSI 2. In OMSI 2, you drive a
bus in Berlin through real city routes. At the same time, you also drive in a virtual parallel highway with your own route and can customize your bus. Your goal is to manage your bus with the best efficiency possible and serve your passengers safely while ensuring that you stay on schedule. To do so, your passengers

must be able to board your bus and you'll need to use some of the tricks you see in the bus driver training game to make sure everyone's well taken care of. It is up to you to make sure your passengers ride smoothly throughout their journey. With more than 2 million copies sold, this game has received critical acclaim
and has become a must have simulation for fans of city buses and city simulation games. The OMSI 2 continues the fascinating series of the OMSI Game with the realism of the city buses of Berlin. 5ec8ef588b
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